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Abstract: This study aims at increasing and retaining English as foreign language learnres' understanding of English 
texts. For the purpose we add the Self-Explanation function to Kit-Build Concept Map. Self-explanation is the process 
of explaining texts or problem to oneself to better understand the material while reading. In this study self-explanation 
is to connect propositions in the concept map with texts as the source. The result of this study shows learners accept 
the activity and can correctly make self-explanation when they correctly make the propositions related to the texts.  
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1. Introduction 

Reading comprehension in English as Foreign 
Language (EFL) require a continuous process of multiple 
interactions between the learners’ background knowledge 
within their mother language and the knowledge that 
being described in other Language (English). In general, 
the reading comprehension of EFL is the same process 
with the Mother Language (ML) reading comprehension, 
but in EFL it is slower and less successful than ML reading 
(2). 

There are many strategies that being used to support the 
reading comprehension process. This study focuses on 
concept mapping and self-explanation.  

Concept mapping gives an advantageous effect on 
reading comprehension of EFL (3, 4, 5). Kit-Build concept 
mapping (KB Map) method (6,7) is effective to reading 
comprehension in EFL (2) and realizes immediate 
diagnosis. 

Self-explanation is the process of explaining texts or 
problem to oneself to better understand the material while 
reading. Self-explanation contributes to science text 
comprehension is by facilitating follow-up processing in 
which readers maintain textual coherence between 
sentences through resource-demanding inference 
processes (9). Readers who explain the text, either 
spontaneously or when prompted to do so, understand 
more from a text and construct better mental models of the 
content (1).  

This study proposes a learning environment which 
facilitates reading comprehension in EFL with KB-
Mapping and self-explanation. KB-mapping helps 
learners' structural understanding of the content.  

The composition of this paper is organized as follows. 
The next section gives an overview of KB-mapping, 
followed by explanation of the difference of KB mapping 
from original concept map and relation between KB-
mapping and EFL reading comprehension. Section 3 
shows the setting and the method of the experiment in this 
study. Section 4 shows the result and make discussion on 
it. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper and shows some 
promises of future study. 

2. KIT BUILD CONCEPT MAP 
“Kit-Build Concept Map” or “KB map” is an 

application that implemented the closed-end approach of 

the concept map. 
Novak defined a tool named concept map, and it 

definition is; Concept maps are graphical tools for 
organizing and representing knowledge. They include 
concepts that usually enclosed in circles or boxes of some 
type, and relationships between concepts indicated by a 
connecting line linking two concepts. Words on the line, 
referred to as linking words or linking phrases, specify the 
relationship between the two concepts (8). KB Map 
framework have two characteristics, they are; (A) concept 
map building task is divided into segmentation task and 
construction task, and then the segmentation task is 
replaced by recognition task of parts of a concept map that 
is “kit,” and (B) a goal map should be prepared as an ideal 
map that a learner is required to build; the applicable 
targets of the KB Map are restricted and it requires several 
additional functions for the learning environment. 
Therefore, it is necessary to propose an adequate way to 
use KB map under these restrictions (6). 

Example of a goal map as shown in Figure 1. Teachers 
create goal maps to represent the structure of knowledge 
that learners need to learn. Figure 2 illustrates an example 
of parts. It is call as kit. Although, in general concept map 
building, learners are required to extract parts from 
learning resources, in KB map building learners just 
recognize the parts 

 
Figure 1 an example of goal map

 
Figure 2 an example of kit 

3. Self-explanation in KB map 
The purpose of this function is to increase learners’ 

understanding and ideally, they can keep and preserve the 
information or knowledge in their mind much better. This 
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new function added one more step on learners’ map. After 
they make a full proposition, new text windows will 
appear and require student to highlight a specific sentence 
from the reading material that related to the proposition 
they have made. see Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3. example of self-explanation in KB-Map 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING AND METHOD  
4.1 Procedure 

This experiment involving six undergraduate student 
who learn English as Foreign Language. We conduct four 
sessions and using four different material for each session. 
Each session has the same activity, they are: 

• English group discussion  
• Reading the material in text 
• Map construction 
• Test 
• Teaching session 
• Delayed test after 2 weeks． 

4.2 Material 
We use four English scientific articles, with Japanese 

explanation and translation in each article. The number of 
words in article is between 450 to 500 words. The number 
of proposition in goal map is also limited from 10 to 16 
propositions for each material. We prepared a 
comprehension test, which were a true or false sentence, 
around 80% of the question are related to the goal map and 
the rest are not related but still come from the reading 
material. 
4.3 Results 

The purpose of this research is to measure the efficiency 
of the additional function in KB-Map. The result of the 
self-explanation function is shown in the table 1. This 
shows that correct rate of propositions in their learner 
maps and the correct rate of self-explanation if they can 
make proposition correctly. From this result, most of the 
students could make self-explanations if they could make 
correct propositions.  

Table 1. Result of Self-Explanation in the KB-Map 
  Correct  

propositions (%) 
Correct 

 Self-Explanation (%) 
Session1 60.4 74.1 
Session2 91.7 76.4 
Session3 62.1 95.1 
Session4 64.3 96.3 

However, when the text was not fit with the reader’s 
knowledge, consequently, the comprehension process was 
break down, to follow these kinds of process another 

process is needed to activate the difficult-to-access 
knowledge or memory for previous section of the text 
using effortful, step-by-step reasoning activities (10) In 
the last 2 sessions, the number of Self Explanation was 
increased very high, showing that learners feel 
comfortable and have a strong knowledge to explain the 
proposition with the Self-Explanation function. Using this 
function, learners can show the reason why they have 
made the propositions,  

5. CONCLUSION 
The tendency of learners using the self-explanation is 

high, it shown that the function could help their learning 
process. In the beginning of the experiment some student 
failed to understand how to use it, but it changes when 
their understanding increase. Further experiment with 
bigger participants is needed to measure the efficiency of 
the self-explanation function.    
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